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PURPOSE OF MANUAL 

This manual provides an overview of Photovoice, originally developed by Caroline C. 

Wang and Mary Ann Burris.  Using the concept of photography as a way to visually     

capture the experiences of participants, this methodology allows facilitators to gain an 

understanding of reality from the viewpoint of local community members.  Rather than 

approaching research and inquiries from the standpoint of expert, this method seeks to 

turn the power over to the participants to gather ‘data’ in the form of photographs that 

will be the catalyst for community dialogue, development and policy.   

 

This manual begins with a conceptual framework to help ground the reader in an        

understanding of where Photovoice emerges and how it is a useful tool particularly for 

working with youth.   

 

The manual then moves into a general overview of the steps needed when applying a 

Photovoice project with youth.  Referencing Caroline C. Wang, there are 9 critical steps 

that must be met in order to successfully conduct a Photovoice session.  Within these 

nine steps, two workshops are integrated.  This manual provides a detailed overview of 

the key tasks of each workshop, the purpose for this task and suggestions on how to  

implement such tasks.   

 

This manual also provides templates that include consent forms, photo release forms 

and subject consent forms.  It is critical that any Photovoice project be conducted with 

full informed consent of participants, parents or photography subjects.  Not only does 

this inform the ethical nature of a project, it ensures that this project does indeed       

remain in the power of the participants. 

 

To continue to ensure our ethical dedication, this manual provides an ethical guideline to 

carry out a Photovoice project.  This guideline should be looked at as a base on which to 

adapt and grow depending on the particular project with which you are working.   

 

Although this manual uses the theme of barriers to education and employment, it can be 

adapted to fit any community concern.  Any tool of assessment with the goal of       

community empowerment and authentic engagement will be adaptable to meet the 

specific needs of the community in which it is being used.  This method is by no means 

static and is able to be formulated to ensure the best possible results.  For example, in 

our project, our themes are pre-determined although loose enough to allow participants 

to construct meaning around these pillars.  However, in other community settings, it 

may be best to allow participants to decide what themes will inform their photographs.      

 

This method is an excellent way to conduct community assessments.  This process     

provides participants with a deep engagement with their communities (that lasts longer 

than an interview), allows participants to use reflection and creativity (unlike rigid       

discussion formats) and ensures that it is the people of a particular community who       
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construct visual meaning (regardless of how the themes are developed).  Respecting the 

capacity that is innate with all people, Photovoice becomes a vehicle in which          

community projects seek genuine and relevant development. 

 

For future reference: 

• http://www.photovoice.com - Caroline C. Wang and Mary Ann Burris 

• http://www.photovoice.org - UK organization involved in various Photovoice 

projects in diverse communities.  

• http://www.bridgesweb.org - Brides to Understanding works with children and 

youth to engage them creatively and work towards social change and cross      

cultural understanding 

• http://www.kids-with-cameras.org - Non-profit that works with children           

implementing projects in marginalized communities and using proceeds from art 

materials to fund charitable endeavors such as building schools and residences.    

 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This community needs assessment manual was developed for the Empowering Youth, 

Strengthening Communities: An Immigrant and Refugee Youth Project, and therefore 

reflects themes from this particular research endeavor.  It was adapted from the works 

of Caroline Wang, and Mary Ann Buris, developers of the ‘Photovoice’ method 

(http://www.photovoice.com).   
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Conceptual Framework  
 

 

Photovoice is a methodology grounded in participatory action research developed to  

facilitate a grassroots approach to understanding communities.  Using photography as a 

method of data collection, this approach to identifying community needs allows for an 

inclusive and unencumbered compilation of information. Through depicting the lives of 

local community members as seen and experienced by them, we are creating a “public 

record” (Lykes, 2001) to highlight areas of concern and strategize for community action 

to attend to such concerns.   

 

Since its inception, various Photovoice projects have been adapted and manipulated to 

fit the community and group with whom it is being applied.  Grounded in the philosophy 

of Paulo Freire’s critical consciousness, feminist theory and community photography 

(Wang & Redwood-Jones, 2001), Photovoice has three main goals.  They are:  

 

1) To help people record and reflect on their communities areas of strength and 

needs and capture their everyday realities;  

2) To encourage and facilitate democratic, inclusive and critical dialogue; and, 

3) To engage policy makers and program developers to ensure that resources and 

services meet the needs as defined by those at the grassroots level. 

 

Although this method of intervention is complex, involving critical engagement and     

dialogue, photography as a tool of data collection in undoubtedly a significant ingredient 

in the larger picture.  Photography is a medium of language that is universal in its appeal.  

Minimizing language and cultural barriers, it reflects 

a reality as seen and experienced by an individual 

and a community.  Wang, referring to photography 

as a method of data collection suggests, “images 

teach” and  “pictures can influence policy, and  

community people ought to participate in creating 

and defining the images that shape healthful public 

policy” (Wang, 2006, p. 148). Visual arts tend to    

extract a more powerful response than the written 

word or speech, perhaps because such vivid           

depictions allow us to recreate that scene to which 

we are observing.   

 

To see something in visual form makes it real.  Unlike 

statistics or the flood of position papers with      

technical and inaccessible language, photography is a 

form of meaning that a majority of people can       
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engage with.  Possibly, it removes us from our own social location for a brief moment 

and allows us to view the world through another’s lens, enriching our understanding of a 

situation, thus leading to increased insight and empathy. It becomes an imaginative and 

expressive format for individuals in a community to begin to track, discuss and develop 

action towards community strengths and concerns.   

 

Although photography is a significant component, it is not the only component of Photo-

voice.  Grounded in a grassroots approach to community engagement and a Freirian  

philosophy of action, Photovoice attempts to capture the essence of a community from 

the perspective of those who reside and experience that community daily.  Rather than 

relying on external knowledge, “it confronts a fundamental problem of community     

assessment: what professionals, researchers, specialists, and outsiders think is important 

may completely fail to match what the community thinks is important” (photovoice.com, 

2008). Although many professionals come to the table with benevolent intentions,      

cultural incongruities conflict with the needs of local participants.  To develop programs 

and policies based on external logic seems unreasonable and futile resulting in a           

discrepancy of service needs.  Moreover, to continue to develop and implement such 

recommendations borders on paternalistic approaches to development often resulting in 

a disempowered and disenchanted community.   

 

Photovoice seeks to overhaul authority and ‘give 

back’ power and dignity to the community who have 

the ability to identify their areas of strengths and 

their areas of need. It is community members as   

researchers who define and decide what pictures 

best represent their community, not the standards 

of distant outsiders, however well-intentioned.  

Without abandoning support, this approach to 

community needs assessment honors the wisdom of 

local participants and suggests that each individual 

brings an inherent quality that will benefit their 

community.  

 

Photovoice’s inclusive and democratic nature lends 

itself well for working with youth, particularly youth 

who come from marginalized and traumatized backgrounds.  Wang (2006) suggests, 

“Photovoice enables young people - including those who may be underrepresented,   

labeled, or stigmatized, and those of different communities and sub-communities - to 

advocate their concerns using their language and experiences” (p. 159).  Providing youth 

an opportunity to engage with their community, identifying their strengths and needs as 

well as providing an authentic and fruitful experience in developing solutions, not only 

develops a positive social identity, but provides opportunities for youth to begin a life-

long process with civic engagement. There is evidence to claim that such involvement in 

community increases one’s open-mindedness and insight to social issues, leading to a 
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sense of personal responsibility and civic and social conscience (Checkoway et al., 1995).  

Moreover, youth who have an increased interaction with community tend to show a 

greater academic achievement, an increase in problem solving abilities and tend to   

challenge the cultural norms through analysis and critical reflection (Checkoway et al., 

1995).  Youth who are further marginalized due to poverty, welfare status, gender,   

criminal activity and sexual orientation appear to benefit additionally from involvement 

in their community.   

 

There is evidence to suggest “agency efforts to involve youth in neighborhoods can have 

particular importance for at-risk or economically disadvantaged youth” (Checkoway, 

1998, p. 774).  On an individual level, the benefits of community involvement are        

significant.  At a community level, such engagement contributes to one’s political        

development, critically important in a context of decreased civic participation (Check-

oway et al., 1995).  When youth are included in various processes, their views may      

directly impact program and policy development, thus leading to diverse and unique in-

itiatives.   

 

There needs to be a focus on building and 

eliciting the capacity of youth, providing 

them with decision making roles and       

encouraging a process that leads to     

community development (Amsden & Van-

Wynsberghe, 2005).  In order to respect the 

views of youth and in order to mobilize 

their assets and contributions to          

community, there needs to be a process 

that successfully invites their participation 

and gives them a sense of ownership over 

community action.  Wang (2006) argues, 

“Photovoice offers an ideal way for young 

people to harness the power of these roles 

[competent citizens and active participants] 

to enhance their community’s well-being” 

(p. 152).   

 

Not only does this strategy allow for the 

creative use of young minds, it also is a learning process both on a technical and social 

level.  Youth come to be trained in photography, a technical skill not held by everyone.  

Additionally, they come to develop social skills through interactions with fellow           

participants and the social world.  They learn to seek out and search for issues and    

concerns that directly affect their lives.  Opposed to traditional styles of data collection, 

namely interviews, which tend to draw out prescribed responses, this format of inquiry 

allows youth the freedom to express their issues and concerns in a way that is relevant 

to them.  Being given opportunities to discuss the root causes of injustice, the things that 
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keep inequity alive, they begin to identify the social realities affecting their communities. 

Photography encourages creative participation and reframes youth ‘problems’ as        

insights to the realities of the community.   
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PHOTOVOICE PROCEDURES:  
COMMU�ITY A�ALYSIS BLE�DI�G PHOTOGRAPHY A�D SOCIAL ACTIO� 

 
 

Wang (2006), the co-developer of this process highlights nine steps as a strategy for    

engaging youth in policy, advocacy and community change through the participatory  

action strategy of Photovoice.  They are:  

 

(1) SELECTING AND RECRUITING A TARGET AUDIENCE 

• Identify target audience 

• Develop the goal(s), objectives and terms of reference for the project 

 

We need to ask ourselves who is it that we are trying to speak to.  This could include  

policy makers, program developers, politicians, parents, community leaders, the youth 

participants or the general public.  We have to be aware of who we are speaking to and 

what the larger objective of this intervention is as this frames our methods.  By          

identifying what the larger goals or terms of reference our, we are able to harness our 

process.      

 

(2) RECRUITING PHOTOVOICE PARTICIPANTS 

• Ideal size is 5-7, but may vary depending on the particular project. 

• Intake dates will vary depending on the project.   

• Development of recruitment posters or information sheets (this should include a 

brief overview of the project and its goals, the process, demographic criteria, time 

commitments and benefits to participants and contact information for inquiry).  

• Development of community partnerships and use of existing community partners 

who work with youth as potential assistants for the recruitment of participants. 

• Once a participant has agreed to commit to the project, agency staff shall keep  

contact and demographic information on appropriate contact lists stored at the 

head office for confidentiality (see forms in Appendices).   

• Each participant shall sign informed consent forms during the first workshop (see 

forms in Appendices). 

• Stages 1 and 2 can be done interchangeably depending on the reason and rationale 

for the intervention.   

 

(3) INTRODUCTION OF METHODOLOGY WITH GROUP (workshop 1)  

This involves facilitating a group discussion around photography, the mechanics of   

camera use, why photography is a useful tool of assessment and community action, a 

discussion on power, ethics, racism, discrimination and resiliency, and the themes that 

each participant will highlight in their photographs.  The themes need to fit with the  
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reason for intervention.  For example, if the reason for community intervention is youth 

violence, then the themes for the pictures need to centre on youth violence as the     

participants see this (see appendix A for detailed description).  

  

(4) OBTAIN INFORMED CONSENT 

• Youth consent forms 

• Parental/guardian consent forms  

• Photographic release forms 

• Photographic subject forms 

 

It is important that the youth have a full understanding of the process, their roles and 

the purpose for this intervention.  They need to know that if at any time they feel they 

no longer want to participate that this is their choice and it will be respected.  It would 

be beneficial to have youth sign a consent form attached to a demographic profile.    

 

(5) DEVELOP THEMES 

This is a critical step that requires the input of facilitators and participants.  If the         

intervention is to reflect the needs of the participants then the themes that frame the 

photos needs to speak to them and not just to outside professionals.      

 

(6) DISTRIBUTE CAMERA 

Each participant shall be supplied with a 27 exposure disposable camera to carry out this 

procedure.  The organization facilitating this project will be responsible for developing 

the photographs.  After a week or two, depending upon the agreed upon time frame in 

which to take photographs, participants will drop off their cameras at the venue where 

facilitators will label and develop each camera, both in film and on disc (for future       

dissemination use).  

 

(7) TIME FOR PHOTOGRAPHY 

The participants need enough time to engage and reflect with their environment in     

order to capture how they see the issue/concern/theme in their community.  However, 

waiting too long to bring the group back may inhibit full participation.  It is                   

recommended that the participants have 1-2 weeks in which they can take their         

photographs.  After this time period the group will meet again to carry out the next 

phase of this intervention. 

 

(8) COMMUNITY DIALOGUE (workshop 2)  

This is the second meeting of this group with facilitators and the most critical component 

of the needs assessment.  Facilitators return the participants’ photographs and each  
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participant will be given 20-30 minutes to review and select 1-2
1
 photographs that they 

would like to share with the larger group.   

 

Splitting into smaller groups to begin with to ensure quality dialogue, each participant 

shares the selected amount of photos and the story behind the photo, highlighting how 

it relates to the original themes.  Participants are asked to share stories, thoughts,     

concerns or any other relevant detail that addresses the pictures and themes, reflect on 

them and then move to develop action that is directed towards the community issues  

(see appendix B and ‘discussion questions’ for guidance).   

 

After each small group has had an appropriate time to discuss and reflect on the pictures 

and themes, the larger group comes together to share what has been discussed and 

connect life experiences.  Depending on the group, facilitators may ask participants to 

develop a short synopsis of their photo for future dissemination use.    

 

(9) SOLUTIONS AND DISSEMINATION 

This component occurs during the community dialogue (workshop 2) in which             

participants are asked to reflect on the stories shared and interpret the effects of such 

stories and experiences.  Together participants develop potential solutions to the issues 

and brainstorm how to showcase such photos and themes to policy makers, community 

leaders and the general public (see appendix C for suggestive dissemination methods).   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

                                                 
1
 The number of photographs selected and discussed can change depending upon the group and purpose 

of the project. 
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-Workshop One- 
 

Introduction of Methodology with Group Participants 

 

The initial workshop is meant to:  

  

(1) introduce participants with each other;  

(2) explain the purpose of the needs assessment and how it will be carried out;  

(3) facilitate a discussion on the components of photography;  

(4) facilitate a discussion on power, ethics and responsibility to our community;  

(5) develop initial themes to be photographed; 

(6) fill out and compile all necessary forms;  and,  

(7) distribute cameras to the participants.  

 

(1) Introductions of Participants:  

Depending on whether or not the group is newly formed, or an already formulated 

group, icebreakers are good ways to bring together diverse groups of people to            

establish a sense of partnership and group cohesiveness.  Icebreakers can be used in 

newly established groups to build trust, ease tensions and nervousness as well as to    

introduce personalities to the group.  In already established groups icebreakers can 

calm any anxiety or tensions that have formed prior to the needs assessment and        

establish an aura of hope and opportunity.  Depending on the size of the group and  

specific group dynamics, it is recommended that this workshop session run between 1-3 

icebreaker groups.  If using more than one activity try to incorporate a variety which   

include physical movements and social exchange.  Included in this manual are              

descriptions of various icebreaker activities and instructions on how to facilitate.  

 

(2) Explanation of Purpose: 

It is critical that each participant understands the purpose and goal of the needs          

assessment.  Each intervention will vary and the specifics need to be reflected to the 

participants.  If possible, allow participants to add or include any additional purpose or 

goals.  Although a brief outline should be formulated, ensure that you allow appropriate 

time to fully explore the rationale for conducting the needs assessment verbally, as 

many participants may not be able to read and/or comprehend written description.    

Participants also need to be aware of how this process will unfold (i.e. timelines, data 

collection techniques, roles and responsibilities).  Again, although a written description 

should be provided, a thorough discussion should ensue. 

 

(3) Discussing Photography: 

Using the expertise of a photographer, the participants should have the opportunity to 

learn about the mechanics of a camera, how photographs are captured, how to assess 
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and create composition, the limitations of camera use and any other relevant               

information that would provide participants with a set of skills to accurately and ethically 

capture pictures that will best reflect the needs of the community.   

 

(4) Power, Ethics and Responsibility: 

Asking participants to enter into their community and capture moments of reality 

through photography requires a discussion on power, ethics and responsibility.  Being 

able to document a moment, an experience or an individual is an act of power that 

comes with responsibility and with an ethical mandate that the purpose of the photo-

graph is intended to help facilitate a needs assessment.  Photographs that are irrelevant 

or have no logical connection to the needs and themes of the community become       

exploitative.  Making a commitment to the project and photography as the tool of data 

collection requires one to reflect critically and think about the larger purpose of each 

photograph (for further reading and discussion please see “Photovoice Ethics: Perspec-

tives from Flint Photovoice”, Wang & Redwood-Jones, 2001).  Refer also to “Ethical 

Guidelines” in this manual.    

 

(5) Development of Themes: 

The themes to be explored should be tentatively formulated prior to this initial work-

shop, however, they should be flexible enough to allow for participants to supplement 

additional themes.  If the themes to be explored through photography do not reflect the 

realities of the participants, then the needs assessment will be invalid and useless to 

build upon.  

  

(6) Completion of Necessary Forms: 

It is critical that all the youth have both parental/guardian consent as well as personal 

consent prior to participating in the project (provide parents with consent forms prior to 

the initial workshop in order to avoid delay).  The youth also need to be aware that if at 

any time they wish to discontinue their involvement, they have the right to do so.  In  

addition to consent, it is important for youth to sign the photography release forms for 

future publications as well as explain the photography subject forms, which are used 

when taking the photo of another individual.  

 

(7) Distribution of Cameras: 

Once all the necessary logistics have been delivered, distribute the cameras to the youth 

participants.  Select a date for the participants to return the cameras (at the venue site) 

for facilitators to pick up for developing.  This can be 1-2 days before the next workshop 

session.  When the participants drop off their cameras, make sure to write their names 

down on the camera and ensure that the developer does not mix up the cameras.  It is 

important that each participant has their own photographs, so as to tell their story.   
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-Workshop Two- 
 

Community Dialogue and Critical Reflection 

 

The second workshop is meant to: 

 

1) organize the larger group into smaller groups for quality in-depth discus-

sion of photographs (group based analysis); 

2) highlight and collect needs and themes as they emerge from the discus-

sion of the photographs; 

3) allow time for larger group discussion on issues as they pertain to the ini-

tial themes and needs to be discussed (group based analysis); 

4) brainstorm and develop possible methods of dissemination of the infor-

mation gathered; and, 

5) form a committee to develop solutions to combat the identified issues 

and needs.  

 

1)  Discussion of Photographs: 

It is important that each participant receives quality time to share the stories that 

emerge from their photographs.  Breaking into smaller groups allows for more thorough 

and inclusive discussion.  After returning the participants’ photographs and giving them 

time (20-30 minutes) to review and examine their photos, each participant shares 2 of 

their photographs with the small group, going into detail regarding the story behind the 

photo, why it was taken, how it relates to the initial themes and any other information 

the participant wishes to share with their small group.   

 

In a round robin format, each participant will share one photo at a time.  Once each   

participant has shared their first photo, then we continue in the same way for the 

second photo.  A facilitator and a record keeper should be present in each small group to 

aid and document discussion (see Appendix C for discussion questions) and to ensure 

that all participants have an opportunity to share their stories.   

 

Although it is likely and encouraged that the groups will discuss vulnerable and            

controversial issues, the facilitator shall ensure that the discussion does not overstep 

appropriate boundaries (i.e. discussing issues of racism in the city is encouraged,       

however, racial slurs shall not be accepted). Caroline Wang sees this stage encompassing 

three phases: 

• Selecting: photos which reflect the communities concerns and assets 

• Contextualizing: telling stories about the photo 
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• Codifying: identifying and linking themes, issues and concerns that emerge 

from the discussion of the photographs 

  

2)  Highlight and Collect Themes:  

The record keeper will write down the group’s discussion on a flip chart to be shared 

with the larger group, while the facilitator aids discussion.   

 

3) Larger Group Discussion:  

Once each group has had time to discuss and formulate their ideas, each group will have 

an opportunity to share highlights and themes from their discussion with the larger 

group.  The goal is to begin to connect the ideas of the entire group, finding connections 

and links and to begin to stir potential solutions.  This is also a time for participants to 

continue to add to the list of ideas, ask any questions and continue to reflect and        

discuss.  A record keeper should continue to write down this information.  It is            

recommended that the participants be encouraged to develop a short synopsis of their 

photographs for future use, although this is not necessary and can be completed later.   

 

4) Brainstorming Methods of Dissemination:  

Just as the needs, ideas and themes emerged from the participants, the dissemination of 

the photographs and the subsequent stories should come from the participants.  Some 

possible ideas include planning an art walk or art exhibit of the photographs with         

placards, develop and publish a book that holds a collection of photographs with        

personal stories, or perhaps a spread in a local newspaper (weekend editions) for       

maximum viewer ship.  However the group or committee plans to disseminate the      

results, the goal is to share the experiences and realities with policy makers, program 

developers, the general public and any other relevant contacts.   

 

5) Creating an Action Plan:  

Whether through a sub-committee or the larger group as a whole, the facilitator can  

assist the participants in developing an action plan for dissemination.  It is not necessary 

that the group decide immediately on the direction of dissemination.  What is important 

is that a sub-group or the whole take the initiative, with the support of facilitators and 

begin to develop an action plan for dissemination.  This will require participants to   

commit to future meetings, collaborative project planning and launch dates.     
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Discussion Questions 
 

 

1) Can you tell me about the story behind your photograph? 

a. What made you choose this particular photograph and scene? 

b. What was going through your mind as you were taking this photograph? 

c. Who was there (or is there) when taking the photograph? 

d. Is there anything in particular that you want to highlight from the photo? 

 

2) Can you tell me how your photograph captures the themes of the assessment?
2
 

a. Barriers to employment 

b. Barriers to education  

 

3) If the picture depicts a fantasy, wish or positive vision for the future, what is blocking 

this dream from becoming a reality? 

 

4) How would you go about restoring the situation in the picture so that it reflected the 

kind of environment that would help you achieve your goals in schools and or in em-

ployment 

 

5) What makes you most proud about your community in terms of education and em-

ployment?  

 

6) What makes you most upset about your situation in terms of education and employ-

ment? 

 

7) After having time to document and reflect on your community and how various sys-

tems affect your education and employment, what do you think is/are the most sig-

nificant barrier(s) to: 

a. Accessing your education and 

b. Accessing employment opportunities 

 

8) Based on our discussion here today, what do you feel youth need in order to support 

their endeavors with education and/or employment? 

 

9) Based on our discussion here today, what do you feel is working well in terms of sup-

ports and services for youth with their endeavors with education and/or employ-

ment? 

 

                                                 
2
 themes can be modified to fit the particular community need(s) and concern(s)  
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FORMS  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photography Subject Consent 

 

I, ____________________, give permission for _________________, acting 

on behalf of the John Humphrey Centre for Peace and Human Rights, Em-

powered Youth, Strengthening Our Communities: An Immigrant and Refugee 

Youth Project, to take my photograph.  By signing my name below, I under-

stand that this photograph may be used in a public display for editorial, ad-

vertising, promotional and educational awareness purposes. 

 

Signed: _________________________ 

 

Date: ___________________________ 

 

 

If subject is a minor: 

 

Parental Consent: ________________________ 

 

Date: __________________________________ 
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Photograph General Release 

 

I, _________________________________, give permission for the John 

Humphrey Centre to use and publish my photographs developed during the 

Empowered Youth, Strengthening Our Communities: An Immigrant and Ref-

ugee Youth Project.  They are free to use the photographs for editorial, ad-

vertising, promotional and educational awareness purposes.   

 

 

Signature: ______________________________ 

 

Date:        _______________________________ 

 

If the participant is a minor: 

 

Parental Consent: _________________________ 

 

Date: ___________________________________ 
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Empowered Youth, Strengthening Our Communities: 

An Immigrant and Refugee Youth Project 

 

Parental Consent Form 

 

Your daughter/or son has been invited to participate in our project that will ex-

plore the barriers to accessing employment and/or education.  This will involve 

your child’s commitment to participate in a community assessment, group dialo-

gues, workshops and programming.  The purpose of this project is to increase an 

awareness of the barriers and the needs of youth, as well as to explore what me-

thods and supports are already in place and working. By understanding the expe-

riences of your child, we hope to develop       programming and resources that 

genuinely support youth such as your child in their personal goals for employment 

and/or education.   

 

Participation will entail that your child meet with facilitators from the John 

Humphrey Centre twice to complete a community assessment.  This will    involve 

photography as a documentary tool that will facilitate group         discussion.  Your 

child will also be asked to commit to group dialogues and subsequent program-

ming that will help your child develop action plans to realize their personal goals.   

 

Participation is voluntary and your child may refuse to participate or withdraw 

from the project at any time without jeopardy to them.  

 

Your signature below indicates that you understand the above stated     purpose 

of the project, the agenda and your child’s right to withdraw from participation.  

 

I, ______________________________________, understand the above terms of 

reference and give consent for my child to participate in the      Empowered Youth 

Project with the John Humphrey Centre for Peace and Human Rights.  

 

Signature: _________________________ 

Date:         _________________________ 

 

*If you have any further questions, please contact the John Humphrey Centre @ 

453-2638.   
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Empowered Youth, Strengthening Our Communities: 

An Immigrant and Refugee Youth Community Project 

 

Youth Consent Form 

 

You are being invited to participate in our project that will explore the barriers to 

accessing employment and/or education.  This will involve your commitment to 

participate in a community assessment, group dialogues, workshops and          

programming.  The purpose of this project is to increase an awareness of the    

barriers and the needs of youth, as well as to explore what methods and support 

are already in place and working.  By understanding the experiences of youth, we 

hope to develop programming and supports that genuinely support youth in their 

personal goals of employment and/or education.  

 

Participation will entail you to meet with facilitators from the John Humphrey 

Centre twice to complete the community assessment, which will use photography 

as a documentary tool to facilitate group discussion.  We also request that you 

commit to group dialogues and subsequent programming that will help you      

develop action plans to realizing your personal goals.    

 

Participation is voluntary and you may refuse to participate or withdraw from the 

project at any time without jeopardy to you.   

 

Your signature below indicates that you understand the above stated purpose of 

the project, the agenda and your right to withdraw from participation.    

 

 

I, ____________________________, understand the above terms of reference 

and give my consent to participate in the Empowered Youth project with the John 

Humphrey Centre for Peace and Human Rights.  

 

 

Signature: ________________________________ 

Date:         ________________________________ 

 

*If you have any further questions, please contact the John Humphrey Centre @ 

453-2638.   
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Name Age Contact Information Ethno-Cultural 

Background 

Language 

Used 

 
 

 Phone: 

Address:  
 

  

 
 

 Phone: 

Address: 
 

  

 
 

 Phone: 

Address: 
 

  

 
 

 Phone: 

Address: 
 

  

 
 

 Phone: 

Address: 
 

  

 
 

 Phone: 

Address: 
 

  

  
 

Phone: 

Address: 
 

  

  
 

Phone: 

Address: 
 

  

  Phone: 

Address: 
 

  
 

  
 

Phone: 

Address: 
 

  

  
 

Phone: 

Address: 
 

  

 
 

 Phone: 

Address: 
 

  

 
 

 Phone: 

Address: 
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Ethical Guidelines 
 

 

 

Any work with humanity creates an opportunity for appropriation, exploitation and   

moral injustice to transpire.  It is critical that such a community assessment tool take as 

many precautions as possible to ensure that participants, subjects and any other         

individuals involved are kept safe and assured of their rights.  Photovoice has the        

opportunity to enhance and promote the needs, wishes and strengths of a community.  

In doing so, participants must have a certain level of assurance that the ethical             

implications and potential consequences have been explored with the intention of      

alleviating as much as is knowingly possible of any practices which may cause undue 

harm, embarrassment or intrusion of the participants, photography subjects or any    

other individuals associated with this project.   

 

The following list, adapted from Wang & Redwood-Jones (2001), Photovoice Ethics: 

Perspective From Flint Photovoice, will act as a guide for ensuring ethical integrity 

throughout this project:       

 

1) Participant photographers shall avoid intrusion into a(n) individuals, groups or 

communities privacy while taking photographs, if one has not given prior consent 

to the photographer to take their photograph
3
 (issue to be discussed further with 

chosen photographer). 

 

2) Participant photographers shall not take photographs that would cause           

embarrassment to the photography subject(s).  If a photographer does take such 

a photograph, even if the subject has signed consent, project staff reserve the 

right to deny public display as representative of the project.    

 

3) Participant photographers shall not take photos that display the subject(s) in a 

false light.  Any distortion of truth and false impressions will be avoided.  The    

interpretation of one may not reflect the reality of another.  Consideration for 

how the subject might react to such depiction shall be encouraged throughout 

the process of the project.     

 

4) Subject(s) of a photograph will not be deprived recognition and if compensation 

is received for the photograph, the subject(s) shall not be denied an appropriate 

share.  No photograph shall make profit at the expense of the subject and/or 

photographers.  Although participant photographers can agree to allow project 

                                                 
3
 all subjects will be asked to sign consent forms prior to the photographer taking their photograph 
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staff to use and store the photographs, no photo shall be appropriated from the 

original photographer.
4
    

 

5) All participant photographers shall be supplied with a brochure outlining the  

purpose and goals of the Photovoice project.  Project staff will encourage            

participant photographers to explain in person their agenda, but shall also       

provide subjects or interested parties with a brochure.   

 

6) Each participant photographer shall engage in a group discussion about ethics, 

power and the responsibility that comes as a documentarian of the social          

environment.     

 

7) Project staff in collaboration with participant photographers will take all possible 

measures to ensure that the community needs, wishes, strengths and voices are 

authentically heard.   

 

 

                                                 
4
 Each photographer will be required to consent and sign a photo release form post development shall the 

photograph be intended to be used by project coordinators.  Photography negatives are the property of 

the individual photographer.     
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Required Resources 
 

 

• Facilitation Supplies 

o Display Boards to record developed ideas 

o Felt markers to write down ideas 

o Notepads and pens for participants should they choose to take notes 

o Name tags 

o Additional envelopes for youth to hold their negatives 

o Depending on the size of the group, enough facilitators and record kee-

pers for the discussion portion (each small group should have one facili-

tator and one record keeper) 

 

• Photography Supplies 

o Disposable cameras to be distributed in the first workshop session 

o Photography development 

o Photographer to lead discussion on mechanics and ethics 

 

• Information Supplies 

o Synopsis of project 

o Synopsis of Photovoice and its role within the project 

o Various consent forms (see manual) 

o Brochures to be handed to photography subjects shall they require them.  

They will highlight the intent of the project and the purpose of the photo-

graphy. 

o Icebreaker exercises – print enough copies for all participants as well as 

supplies required to carry out each icebreaker   

 

• Venue 

o Partnerships with local agencies to host workshops 

o Food and beverages for each workshop 

o Meeting place for sub-committee once decision has been made on how 

and when to disseminate photographs.   
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Ice Breaker Exercises 
 

 

Have You Ever:  

This activity is meant to encourage participants to share unique stories and experiences, 

while linking the experiences of group members.  Begin by giving each participant 10 

pennies.  The instructor then explains they will     begin by calling out a statement that 

may or may not apply to each person.  If the statement the instructor makes is true for 

you, then you must put one penny in the pot.  The game continues until there is only one 

person left with pennies.  All participating group members will have to come up with 

statements for the group, each taking turns to develop “have you ever” questions or 

comments.  Potential questions could be “can you speak 3 languages or more” or “ have 

you ever climbed a mountain”.   This way, we get to know the participants as well as be-

gin to allow individuals the comfort and space to develop ideas and converse with the 

group.  

 

All My Neighbors:  

Similar to musical chairs, this gets people moving around and feeling comfortable with 

their physical environment.  Get participants to form a circle, shoulder-width apart.  

Then get them to take a step back.  Give each     participant a placeholder to put at their 

feet, with the facilitator in the centre.  There should be one less placeholder than there 

are persons.  The goal is for the centre person to find a spot in the circle, with someone 

else in the centre.   

 

The ‘center’ person will make a statement that is true for them.  For example the centre 

person could say “all my neighbors who like country music” or “all my neighbors who are 

wearing flip flop sandals”.  If the statement is also true for you, then you must step off 

your placeholder and find another spot in the circle.  You may not move immediately to 

your right or left and you cannot move and return to your same spot in the same round.  

Continue this for as many rounds as you feel the group wants or needs.  Make sure to 

clap for the last centre person.  

   

Do You Know Me?  

Each participant in the group is paired up and has five minutes to ‘interview’ their     

partner.  After the five-minute mark, the participants switch up.   After both members 

have had five minutes each to interview the other, they will introduce their partners to 

the group.  This activity is meant to foster participation, get participants comfortable in 

talking in front of the group and to facilitate discussion, building trust and friendship.  

Depending on the group you are working with, the facilitator can allow participants to 

develop questions themselves, or they can formulate universal questions the guide each 

five-minute interview.        
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